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Stephen Lloyd, Director for Safety Retires
By Joe Ponte

In this issue:

As he prepares to conclude more than three decades of
FAA service and nearly 40 years in the air traffic and
aviation safety arenas, Stephen Lloyd looks back at what
might be considered the start of his fascination with the
airplane business. “Aviation and ATC always fascinated
me from my first flight at 11 years of age in a Piper
Cherokee,” he explains.
Stephen Lloyd,
Director for Safety

Following six years in the United States Air Force, Lloyd
joined FAA as an air traffic controller – the first of 14
different jobs he has held with the Agency. He notes that “three of those were
in ARTCC’s, three in control towers, and I also had stints in a TRACON,
Regional Office, Service Area, and, finally, here at Headquarters.”
Lloyd, who several years after that eventful flight in the single-engine Piper
became a licensed pilot, reflects on a rich 33-year FAA career. “I’m very proud
and very happy with what we were able to accomplish in my two years with ATO
Safety and Technical Training,” he says, adding that he thinks “people now can
see where ‘hey – we can make a difference,’ more than ever before.” Lloyd
recently completed a two-year assignment as AJI’s Director for Safety before
rounding out his FAA tenure as the Transition Executive for ATO Safety and
Technical Training.
His most memorable accomplishments? “Probably seeing technology change
dramatically at Oakland Center in the Oceanic environment, along with
Simultaneous Offset Instrument Approaches into SFO, which both facilitated
efficiency and enhanced safety. Being an integral part of NextGen and
Performance Based Navigation was also a huge part of my career. And of
course, all of our ATO Safety Initiatives including Converging Runway
Operations and the Arrival Departure Window, the QA/QC course, Partnership
for Safety monthly safety discussions, Top 5, the Runway Safety Plan; the list
goes on and on,” says Lloyd.
Lloyd also led and was integrally involved in the development and
implementation of Local Safety Councils and Safety Awareness Discussions,
which have significantly improved communications and dialogue throughout the
ATC network. He foresees the identification of precursors of risk as a key
component of the ATO’s future safety’s efforts. “Knowing where to find hazards
and problems before they manifest themselves is paramount,” he notes.
After his retirement Lloyd’s plans to stay involved with aviation safety. “There is
so much left to do with prognostic safety analysis as well as with UAS,
Commercial Space, and International Air Traffic Services.” However, he quickly
adds that, he will leave plenty of time to travel extensively with his new bride.
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Message from the VP, Joseph Teixeira

Joseph Teixeira, VP Safety and
Technical Training

As you have heard, I will be retiring at the end of August. It is a bittersweet
decision. One I have been wrestling with for about six months. As I retire, I look
back at my career and the myriad of opportunities I have had. I worked for four
distinct lines of business: ASH, API, AVS and ATO; served the FAA on two
international assignments in Europe for a total of 10 years, and took on several
short-term assignments with ICAO and on technical assistance to other countries.
By far, some of my most satisfying roles have been those within Safety and
Technical Training. The role we have of training the technical workforce, and
monitoring and ensuring safety, is critical. We couldn't have realized all the
changes without YOU. You are the force behind the change in the FAA. You are
an amazing group of individuals who are becoming a tighter and tighter team.
Together you will go farther than you ever have alone. My departure should not
disrupt the momentum of this organization. I am not what makes AJI. You are.
Continue forward, continue growing, continue changing, for without change, there
is no progress.

Staffing Update
David Boone will be the Acting VP upon Joseph Teixeira’s retirement.

eNews Needs Your Input!

Steve McMahon is the new Director of Safety as Stephen Lloyd retires.
Jonathan Gray is now the Transition Executive for Safety.
With Steve McMahon taking on the Director of Safety position, Mark DeNicuolo
has agreed to assume dual roles continuing as CANSO Safety Programme
Manager, while also managing the Performance and Analysis Group.
Kim Pyle is moving on to assist Mark DeNicuolo, primarily with his CANSO role
and other international duties.
In the policy directorate, Wanda Lopez-LaBarbera joins the Integrated Safety
Assessment Team in Atlantic City.
We also welcome Julie Lemay to the Technical Operations Audits &
Assessments Team in the Renton, WA, Service Center Office.
Vera Fortman is now part of the Tech Ops Audit Team. She is an Airway
Transportation Systems Specialist, and is located at the Ft. Worth Regional
Central Service Area office.
We also have a new safety engineer, Gerald Pilj, who joins us from the FAA
Academy.
We bid farewell to Kevin Andreson, who has decided to move his family to
North Carolina and start a new career at Lowes headquarters there. On a
temporary basis, Angel Luna will be the Acting Team Manager for AJI-313.
Charles Lee, who has been the Recurrent Training Terminal Web Lead for the
past two years is taking a new position at Andrews AFB as a Quality
Assurance /Training Specialist.

Communication is the heart of
every successful organization,
and we want to improve ours.
Therefore, Safety and Technical
Training eNews is looking to
make changes that will make this
publication more useful,
engaging, and valuable you - the
reader. To do that, we need your
help. We want to write about
topics that interest you. Let us
know how better to focus this
publication in a direction that will
be valuable to you, by clicking
here and sending us your ideas.
Let’s work together to make AJI
stronger!

Glenn Forbes is the new Primary Event Review Committee Management
Representative for the Tech Ops Safety Action program, also known as T-SAP; the new alternate representative is Bill
Medina, Pacific Operations Control Center manager; and the new AOV Alternate Representative is Alan Davis, Air
Traffic Safety Inspector from Atlanta. Transitioning back to AJW from T-SAP is Kathleen Edic, North Alaska Manager
from Fairbanks.
Shawn Mansfield, PhD. joined AJI-2210 earlier this month, where he will assist in program management and
organizational process evaluation and improvement.
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New this Month from the
FAA Leadership & Learning
Institute (FLLI) By Mark Creasap –
Director of FLLI

FAA and aviation industry representatives gathered in Washington, D.C., last
month to address the persistent problem of runway incursions. The 2015 “Call
to Action” summoned by Administrator Michael Huerta follows up on the initial
conference held in 2007.
Although serious runway incursions — the so-called “A” and “B” incidents —
have dropped by 44 percent since the last Call to Action, Huerta made clear that
the agency and industry cannot rest on its laurels. “It’s important to ask the next
question — what more can we do?” noted Huerta.
To answer that question, more than 100 people across the FAA’s lines of
business, labor and industry broke out into three sessions to address the roles
that pilot/controller communications, procedures and awareness, and visual
markings and signage play in preventing — or unintentionally causing — runway
incursions. The groups were asked to devise near-, mid-, and long-term
solutions to runway incursions.
The FAA’s risk-based decision-making
approach will also feature strongly in the
agency’s efforts to reduce incursions.
Eduardo Angeles, associate administrator for
airports, announced at the Call to Action that
through its new Runway Incursion Mitigation
(RIM) program, the FAA plans to work with
airport sponsors to further reduce runway
risks through risk-based decision-making.
RIM will identify airport risk factors that might
contribute to a runway incursion and develop
strategies to help airport sponsors mitigate
those risks.

Chief Operating Officer, Teri Bristol
provides Call to Action closing
remarks.

In addition, FAA safety analysts are mining
various data sources such as ATSAP reports,
pilot surveys, and mandatory occurrence
reports to determine the root causes of
incursions.

Click here to read full Focus FAA article.

I find it such a privilege coming to
FAA every day to work with our
talented and diverse workforce, the
people who help us achieve our
mission. When we pull on their
unique skills and perspectives, we
can approach a challenge from a
new angle and use their input to
develop a more well-rounded
solution. In short: teamwork and
collaboration.
This month, FLLI focuses on this
critical element of success.
Throughout July, you’ll find
resources that will help you draw
on the varied experiences of your
employees from your office and
across the Agency to shape
solutions. You’ll find:


Articles from leadership
experts about how to create an
office environment where
everyone is free to contribute



Short SkillSoft courses, such as
“Launching a Successful Team,”
designed to help you put
together teams with diverse
perspectives and skillsets to
accomplish your goals

Online, on-demand courses, such as
Core Communications Skills,
Leadership Fundamentals, and
Valuing Diversity and Inclusion for
FAA Managers

Check out FLLI today to learn more
about project management at FAA.
Just go to myFAA and click on
Learning and Development under
Tools and Resources, then select
“FLLI.”

Missed the Call to Action?
Share your ideas now.
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Safety Dashboards Enhance Analytic Capabilities by Lisa Anderson
AJI is building its analytic capabilities by enhancing information access and review in ways that incorporate
Quality Assurance trends, event investigations, and all of our key performance indicators.
The AJI Dashboards are a primary tool in this endeavor. They are hosted by the MITRE Corporation, who
collects and aggregates the information which populates dashboards. The dashboards display information
such as Missed Approaches, High Energy Approaches, and Opposite Direction Operations, better known as
ODO. The Executive Dashboard shows a high-level national picture at a glance, while the analyst
dashboards drill down into more detail. They contain data from the last four years in one location.
“We’ve spent the past two years building this capability, and now we are beginning to actually use it. The
dashboards give us the ‘what’ of what’s happening in the system, the next step in the evolution is to figure
out the ‘why,” said Steve McMahon, Director for Safety.
The natural progression is to now use this information, share across directorates, and leverage the
spectrum of expertise to analyze the data, identify risk, and implement mitigations. The primary users of the
dashboards are the seven analysis teams within AJI, but the dashboards are accessible to all AJI
employees.
One example of the information available is Opposite Direction Runway Operations data, which comes from
surveillance equipment. MITRE has developed an algorithm that detects when two planes at the same
altitude are pointed at each other. The dashboard reports the rate at which this is happening at the 50
busiest airports and across the NAS, contrasting those rates against past observations, and displaying its
status as red, yellow, or green. Users can then drill down to an airport or event for more detail, giving them
an idea of what needs further
DEN Parallel Approach Overshoot Comparison
exploration.
“Having this information
available to everyone facilitates
a lot more discussion across
groups, and is already sparking
a new kind of relationship
between AJI-1- and AJI-3,”
said James Fee, manager of
the Performance and Analytics
team. “This allows people to
focus on core competencies,
and to benefit from the
expertise of other pieces of the
organization. This type of
interaction gives everyone
insight into the broader scope
of our safety environment.”
For more information on the
safety dashboards, visit
www.facilitys afety.aero.
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Intern Spotlight: Pearl Sun By Angela Hawkins

Pearl, Sun, AJI Intern

The Quality Assurance Group is pleased to host summer
intern Pearl Sun this year. Sun recently earned her
associate degrees in Aviation Science and Commercial
Flight. She works closely with Safety Integration Team to
harmonize and compare severity lookup tables between
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the
European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation
(EUROCONTROL). For the Service Integrity Risk Analysis
Program, she is developing a common taxonomy in the
severity assessment of technical events through the FAA’s
Risk Analysis Process and the EUROCONTROL’s ATM
Specific Occurrence applications.

Sun is also a student pilot pursuing a private pilot’s license at Brackett Field airport in
LaVerne, CA.

SI-RAP Team Wins ATO Award for Exemplary
Program Management By Lisa Anderson
The NAS First, People Always Awards, honor the outstanding achievements and
contributions of employees within the ATO, and recognizes individual and team
performance that is superior or special, based on the behaviors and
competencies that the ATO values the most. The Service Integrity Risk Analysis
Process Team, led by Shayne Campbell, is the winner of the Exemplary Program
Management Award for 2015.
The SI-RAP team members are Thomas Moore, Scott Gemmill, Larry Boyd, Mike
Paulsen and Eric Polar.
Developed in partnership with EUROCONTROL, SI-RAP has quickly evolved into
a sophisticated, yet simple method for objectively measuring risk-associated with
unexpected failure, interruption or degradation of NAS technical services.
SI-RAP is a hybrid of the ATO and EUROCONTROL Risk Analysis Processes,
using the best of both to identify and address potential Service Integrity hazards
before they become problems that can impact the safe separation of aircraft.
Since the beta-test team came together in March 2014 to build, test, and
implement the SI-RAP program, and over the course of the next six months, the
team overcame many challenges to get the program up and running.

KUDOS!
KUDOS to Shayne Campbell,
manager of the SI-RAP
program, whose team won the
NAS First People Always Award
for Exemplary Program
Management.
The SI-RAP program (see
article at left) began
development and beta testing in
March 2014. The team
overcame extremely challenging
days, weeks and months to get
the program up and running by
the targeted implementation
date of October 1. Under
Campbell’s leadership, with a
very lean staff and a limited
operational budget, the team
successfully met their target with
existing financial resources.
To that end, the ATO is now
able to objectively assess and
quantify the level of risk to safe
ATC operations presented by
interruption or degradation of
NAS technical services. SI-RAP
would not be possible if not for
tireless efforts, professionalism
and unwavering commitment
from the SI-RAP beta test and
development team.

Among other things, the beta-test and development team solidified service
integrity mandatory occurrence requirements; defined mandatory occurrence
report validation applications and processes; developed, tested and documented
risk analysis panel member qualifications and panel standard operating
procedures; identified Comprehensive Electronic Data Analysis and Reporting
enhancements; and assisted with developing a customized taxonomy for
technical occurrences, just to name a few.
Over the first two quarters of fiscal year 2015, the SI-RAP program has performed
risk analysis on 156 individual events. As a result, the program identified one
high risk, 12 medium risk, and 143 low risk technical hazards in the Central
Service Area. SI-RAP is a technical excellence achievement that enables the
ATO to plot unscheduled technical service occurrences on the Safety
Management System 5x5 risk matrix in an objective, repeatable fashion, which
fully supports the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) risk-based decision
making strategic initiative. The FAA is extremely fortunate to have such
dedicated individuals committed to increasing NAS operational safety.

Shayne Campbell

*Read about the other AJI Award winners in the next issue of Safety and Technical
Training eNews.
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